Communication
Aids

Big Mack – Various colours
COMM 175, COMM 176, COMM 197, COMM 198
Record any single message directly into the Big Mack
communicator and press its activation surface for
playback up to two minutes in length.

Record any single message directly
press its activation
Little Mack – Various colours
COMM 195, COMM 196
Record any series of messages into the Little Mack.
Press its activation surface once to hear the first
message. Press it again to hear the next message in the
sequence, and so on.

Go Talk 4, 9 and 20
COMM 080, COMM 081, COMM 179, COMM 180,
COMM 181
Use Go Talks for augmentative communication and
curriculum enrichment. A powerful, portable, easy to
use and very durable speech output device.

Pocket Go Talk
COMM 82
Pocket Go Talk is a wearable AAC device. With the
Pocket Go Talk you can record up to 25 messages,
which are easily accessed through five buttons. Each
message has 12 seconds of recording time.

Small Talking Photo Album
COMM 189
With 24 pages and up to 10 seconds of recordable
sound for each page, you can use it for daily activity
schedules, sequencing, functional reminders and
more.

Record any single message directly
press its activation
Large Talking Photo Album
COMM 190
With 38, A4 pages and up to 10 seconds of recordable
sound for each page, you can use it for daily activity
schedules, sequencing, functional reminders, and
more.

Smart/Speak
COMM 141
AMDi’s Smart/Speak is a light-weight multi-level
augmentative and alternative communication device

Partner Plus
COMM 157, COM 161
The Partner/Plus is a single message communication
device which can also be used alongside other
Partner/Plus’s. Messages are activated with the
slightest movement enabling the user to playback a
single recording of up to 30 seconds in length. Can be
used with a switch.
Instructional video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ememvs9_SFU&t
=11s

9th generation iPad, in flexzi case,
with communication apps
COMM 222, COMM 223, COMM 224, COMM 225,
COMM 226
Symbol and text-based apps communication apps
include Grid for iPad VPP, Grid Player, Proloquo2Go,
Predictable, as well as therapeutic and development
apps like Tactus Therapy and HelpKidzLearn.

Flexzi iPad mount
COMM 227
Flexzi mount to clamp and support iPads 222, 223,
224, 225 and 226.

Chatter-Block
COMM 193, COMM 194

A communication aid which is interactive, cross
curricular and ideal for speaking and listening. With 6
interactive sides, automatic playback when rolled.

iPad Rest
COMM 167, COM 168
Clear rest for iPad use.

Quick Talker
COMM 158, COMM 159
Easy to use go anywhere communicator

Qui58, COM15

Logan Proxtalker
COMM 129, COMM 137, COMM 138, COMM 199
The Logan Proxtalker is the moveable picture
communication device that actually talks and now it
can say it all in one go.

Sequencer
COMM 169
Pressing the button (or a connected switch) causes
message one to play. Pressing it again activates
message two, then three and so on. This allows
individuals to carry on a conversation with a single
switch and works well for reading a story, conducting a
class report, participating in a school play etc.
Sequencer has two message levels for rapid contextual
change.

Big Button with Steps and Levels
COMM 171
A communication aid for single messages or
sequences, with multiple levels. 9 levels with 6
seconds recording time plus 1 level with 14 seconds
recording time. Two modes – Steps (sequencing) and
Levels.

Cosmonaut
COMM 210
A large, chunky and grippable stylus for touch screen
devices

i58, M15

AMAneo Bti
COMM 211
The AMAneo Bti makes it possible to operate an iOS
device with any mouse, or assistive mouse including
head mouse and thumb mouse.

Lightwriter SL38
COMM 191,
Lightwriters are small, robust, portable text-to-speech
communication aids specially designed to meet the
particular and changing needs of people with speech
loss resulting from a wide range of acquired,
progressive, and congenital conditions.

Go Talk Button
COMM 100, COMM 101

The GoTalk Button records one 10 second message and
the large button ensures easy use.

Lightwriter SL40
COMM 139
In one small package, this lightwriter is an exciting text
to speech aid which helps the user to communicate
widely and to control their environment.

Megabee
COMM 116, COMM 117, COMM 118
MegaBee is easy-to-use and rapidly deployed,
providing convenient, frequent means of
communication with the carer, thus providing a much
enhanced lifestyle for the user.

Partner 4+
COMM 183
A four message communication aid offering vibrating
and LED illuminated feedback (optional) for ease of
operation by visually impaired users. It combines the
high quality of the AMDi Tech Series with portability.

Big Step by Step
COMM 204
Records a series of messages which the user can step
through in sequence. Has interchangeable red, blue,
yellow and green tops

E-Tran Frame & Stand
COMM 212, COMM 213
This frame is portable, sturdy and can be used with
people with reasonable eye pointing skills. It comes
with removable letters but other symbols can be easily
attached to the frame.

Chatter-Block
COMM 193, COMM 194
A communication aid which is interactive, cross
curricular and ideal for speaking and listening. With 6
interactive sides, automatic playback when rolled.

Partner/One Stepper
COMM 038
The Partner/One Stepper is a single-panel
augmentative and alternative communication device
with a stepping feature that enables the user to record
a sequence of messages for up to a total time of 60
seconds.

Digital Voice Amplifier
COMM 205
Amplifies low level speech, compact lightweight
design, with head worn microphone and throat
microphone

Fast Talk
COMM 206, COMM 207lk
C
A pocked sized booklet from the Stroke Association for
people with Aphasia to support everyday
communication
OMM 206,f COMM 207

Fast T
I TALK WITH 2 LEVELS
COMM 208
A two buttoned communication device which enables
the user to choose between two activities or to ask or
answer questions

Wedge Portable Switch Mount
COMM 209
Enables switches to be placed on an angled surface
and the mount has non slip feet so will not move
around whilst being used

TTS Lightweight Choice Board
COMM 020
Wipe able and recordable choice board which enables
the user to play recorded messages. Can record up to
4 messages.

Maxess Mounting Tray
COMM 214
Enables Switch mounts to be positioned securely to
enable comfortable access for the user

Techcess Allora 2
COMM 215
The Allora 2 is a keyboard and switch accessible, text
to speak communication device which is designed to
meet the needs of people who are literate but who
have reduced speaking ability.

QuickTalker Featherlight Touch 12
COMM 216
Easy to use go anywhere communicator. Lighter touch
than other QuickTalkers

GoTalk 20+ Lite Touch
COMM 217
Use Go Talks for augmentative communication and
curriculum enrichment. A powerful, portable, easy to
use and very durable speech output device. Lighter
touch than other ToTalks.

Go Talk Go
COMM 218
A watch-sized, 9 message, AAC device for your wrist.
Reliable, easy-to-access communication always within
arm’s reach.
A film showing the GoTalkGo working is available on request.

